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Abstract
While end-to-end neural conversation
models have led to promising advances in
reducing hand-crafted features and errors
induced by the traditional complex sys-
tem architecture, they typically require an
enormous amount of data due to the lack
of modularity. Previous studies adopted
a hybrid approach with knowledge-based
components either to abstract out domain-
specific information or to augment data
to cover more diverse patterns. On the
contrary, we propose to directly address
the problem using recent developments in
the space of continual learning for neural
models. Specifically, we adopt a domain-
independent neural conversational model
and introduce a novel neural continual
learning algorithm that allows a conver-
sational agent to accumulate skills across
different tasks in a data-efficient way. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work that applies continual learning
to conversation systems. We verified the
efficacy of our method through a con-
versational skill transfer from either syn-
thetic dialogs or human-human dialogs to
human-computer conversations in a cus-
tomer support domain.
1 Introduction
Conversational bots become increasingly popular
in a wide range of business areas. In order to
support the rapid development of bots, a num-
ber of bot building platforms have been launched,
for example, from Microsoft, Amazon and so
on. Despite this progress, the development of
a business-critical bot still requires a serious ef-
fort from the design to actual implementation of
several components such as language understand-
ing, state tracking, action selection, and language
generation. Not only does this complexity pre-
vent casual developers from building quality bots
but also introduces an unavoidable degradation in
performance due to some non-trivial problems in-
cluding unclear state representation design, insuf-
ficient labeled data and error propagation down the
pipeline.
Recently, end-to-end (E2E) approaches using
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have shown the
potential to solve such problems – the DNNs in-
duce a latent representation in the course of the
joint optimization of all components without re-
quiring any labeling on internal state. Despite such
appealing aspects, the neural E2E approaches also
have major challenges to overcome. The state-of-
the-art systems require numerous dialogs only to
learn simple behaviors. In general, it is expensive
to collect a sufficient amount of dialogs from a tar-
get task. A possibility to the data-intensiveness
problem would be to repurpose already built mod-
els through fine-tuning with a few additional di-
alogs from the target task. For example, one can
add a payment handling capability to a new bot by
repurposing any model that is already trained on
payment-related conversations. It has been shown,
however, that neural models tend to forget what it
previously learned when it continuously trains on
a new task, which is what is called Catastrophic
Forgetting (French, 1999). Another possible ap-
proach would be to compose only relevant parts
from each of the pretrained models for the target
task. Unfortunately, it is also unclear how to com-
pose neural models due to the lack of modularity.
There have been prior studies that partly address
the data-intensiveness problem outside the neural
model (Wen et al., 2016b; Williams et al., 2017;
Zhao et al., 2017; Eshghi et al., 2017; Wen et al.,
2016a; Zhao et al., 2017). In this work, we instead
propose to directly address the problem with re-
cent developments in the space of continual learn-
ing for neural models. Specifically, we adopt a
domain-independent neural conversational model
and introduce a novel Adaptive Elastic Weight
Consolidation (AEWC) algorithm to continuously
learn a new task without forgetting valuable skills
that are already learned. To test our method, we
first continuously train a model on synthetic data
that only consists of general conversation patterns
like opening/closing turns and then on a corpus of
human-computer (H-C) dialogs in a customer sup-
port domain that barely has general conversations.
Then, we show that the resulting model is able
to handle both general and task-specific conver-
sations without forgetting general conversational
skills. Second, we continuously train a model on
a large amount of human-human (H-H) dialogs
and then on a small number of H-C dialogs in the
same customer support domain. As H-H conversa-
tions typically cover various out-of-domain topics
including general conversations, this allows us to
show that the resulting model can carry out the tar-
get task while handling general conversations that
do not occur in the H-C dialogs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we present a brief summary of re-
lated work. In Section 3 we describe our approach
for continual learning for conversational agents. In
Section 4 we discuss our experiments. We finish
with conclusions and future work in Section 5.
2 Related Work
Conversational Systems Traditionally, a dialog
system has a pipeline architecture, typically con-
sisting of language understanding, dialog state
tracking, dialog control policy, and language gen-
eration (Jokinen and McTear, 2009; Young et al.,
2013). With this architecture, developing dia-
log systems requires designing the input and out-
put representation of multiple components. It
also, oftentimes, involves writing a large num-
ber of handcrafted rules and laboriously label-
ing dialog datasets to train statistical compo-
nents. In order to avoid this costly manual en-
deavor, a line of research has emerged to introduce
end-to-end trainable neural models (Sordoni et al.,
2015; Vinyals and Le, 2015; Serban et al., 2016;
Wen et al., 2016b; Bordes and Weston, 2016). But
the E2E neural approach is data-intensive re-
quiring over thousands of dialogs to learn even
simple behaviors. Broadly there are two lines
of work addressing the data-intensiveness prob-
lem. The first makes use of domain-specific in-
formation and linguistic knowledge to abstract
out the data (Wen et al., 2016b; Williams et al.,
2017; Zhao et al., 2017; Eshghi et al., 2017). The
second line of work adopts data recombina-
tion approaches to generate counterfeit data that
mimics target domain dialogs (Wen et al., 2016a;
Zhao et al., 2017). The prior approaches, how-
ever, partly bring us back to the downside of tra-
ditional approaches: The difficulty in maintenance
increases as the number of rules grows; The sys-
tem quality depends on external expertise; It is
hard to scale out over different domains. Further-
more, the increased size of training data, as a result
of data recombination approaches, would lead to a
significant increase in training time. Unlike prior
work, we approach the problem from the stand-
point of continual learning where a single neu-
ral network accumulates task-relevant knowledge
over time and exploits this knowledge to rapidly
learn a new task from a small number of examples.
Continual Learning for Neural Networks Pre-
vious studies that address the catastrophic forget-
ting problem are broadly partitioned into three
groups. First, architectural approaches reduce in-
terference between tasks by altering the architec-
ture of the network. The simplest form is to copy
the entire network for the previous task and add
new features for a new task. (Rusu et al., 2016;
Lee et al., 2016). Though this prevents forget-
ting on earlier tasks, the architectural complexity
grows with the number of tasks. Fernando et al.
(2017) proposes a single network where a sub-
set of different modules gets picked for each
task based on an evolutionary idea to alleviate
the complexity issue. Second, functional ap-
proaches encourage similar predictions for the
previous and new tasks. Li and Hoiem (2016)
applies the old network to the training data of
the new task and uses the output as pseudo-
labels. Jung et al. (2016) performs a similar
regularization on the distance between the final
hidden activations. But the additional compu-
tation using the old network makes functional
approaches computationally expensive. Lastly,
implicitly distributed knowledge approaches use
neural networks of a large capacity to distribute
knowledge for each task using dropout, maxout,
or local winner-take-all (Goodfellow et al., 2013;
Srivastava et al., 2013). But these earlier ap-
proaches had limited success and failed to pre-
serve performance on the old task when an ex-
treme change to the environment occurred. Re-
cently, Kirkpatrick et al. (2017) proposed elastic
weight consolidation (EWC) which makes use of
a point estimate for the Fisher information met-
ric as a weighting factor for a distance penalty be-
tween the parameters of the new and old tasks. To
alleviate the cost of exactly computing the diago-
nal of the Fisher metric, Zenke et al. (2017) pre-
sented an online method that accumulates the im-
portance of individual weights over the entire pa-
rameter trajectory during training. This method,
however, could yield an inaccurate importance
measure when the loss function is not convex.
Thus, we propose an adaptive version of the online
method that applies exponential decay to cumula-
tive quantities.
3 Continual Learning for Conversational
Agents
In this section, we describe a task-independent
conversation model and an adaptive online algo-
rithm for continual learning which together allow
us to sequentially train a conversation model over
multiple tasks without forgetting earlier tasks.
3.1 Task-Independent Conversation Model
As we need to use the same model structure across
different tasks, including open-domain dialogs as
well as task-oriented dialogs, we adopt a task-
independent model. Thus, our model should be
able to induce a meaningful representation from
raw observations without access to hand-crafted
task-specific features. 1 In order to achieve this
goal, we employ a neural encoder for state track-
ing and a neural ranking model for action selec-
tion.
State Tracking Due to the sequential nature
of the conversation, variants of Recurrent Neu-
ral Networks (RNNs) (Medsker and Jain, 1999)
have been widely adopted for modeling conversa-
tion. State tracking models with RNN architec-
ture, however, usually tend to become less effec-
1Inspired by Williams et al. (2017), one can still make use
of action masks without hurting the task independence.
tive as the length of a sequence increases due to the
gradual information loss along the recurring RNN
units. To address this problem, we use a hierarchi-
cal recurrent encoder architecture which has been
recently adopted for generative conversation mod-
els (Serban et al., 2016). Specifically, our model
mimics the natural structure in language — a con-
versation consists of a sequence of utterances, an
utterance is a sequence of words, a word, in turn,
is composed of characters.
In order to capture character-level pat-
terns in word embeddings, we concatenate
the word embeddings with the output of
the bidirectional character-level RNN en-
coder. We use Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)
as the RNN unit that takes an input vector x
and a state vector h to output a new state vector
h′ = φ(x, h). Let C denote the set of characters
and W the set of words. w ∈ W is a sequence
of characters (c1 . . . cm) ∈ C
m. We compute the
embedding of a word, v, as follows:
fCi = φ
C
f
(
eci , f
C
i−1
)
∀i = 1 . . . m
bCi = φ
C
b
(
eci , b
C
i+1
)
∀i = m. . . 1
v = fCm ⊕ b
C
1 ⊕ ew
where ⊕ denote the vector concatenation opera-
tion. ec ∈ R
dc and ew ∈ R
dw are character em-
beddings and word embeddings, respectively.
Next, we have another bidirectional LSTM-RNN
layer that takes the word embeddings (v1 . . . vn)
of an utterance (w1 . . . wn) ∈ W
n to generate an
utterance embedding u ∈ Rdu :
fWi = φ
W
f
(
vi, f
W
i−1
)
∀i = 1 . . . n (1)
bWi = φ
W
b
(
vi, b
W
i+1
)
∀i = n . . . 1 (2)
u = fWn ⊕ b
W
1 (3)
After that, we have a unidirectional LSTM-RNN
layer that takes a sequence of pairs of user utter-
ance embedding, (u1 . . . ut), and previous system
action embeddings 2, (a1 . . . at), as input to induce
state embeddings (s1 . . . st):
si = φs (ui ⊕ ai, si−1) ∀i = 1 . . . t (4)
Action Ranking In a continual learning setting,
there is no predefined action set from which a
classifier selects an action across different tasks.
2We treat system actions the same as user utterances and
encode both with a common LSTM-RNN encoder
Thus, we cast the action selection problem as a
ranking problem where we consider the affinity
strength between a state embedding s (Eq. 4) and
a set of candidate system action embeddings {ai}
(Eq. 3): 3
ρ(a|s) = sTMa (5)
where M ∈ Rds × Rdu projects the state embed-
ding onto the action space. In order to optimize
the projection matrix, M , we adopt the Plackett-
Luce model (Plackett, 1975). The Plackett-Luce
model normalizes ranking score by transforming
real-valued scores into a probability distribution:
p(a|s) =
exp(sTMa)∑
i exp(s
TMai)
(6)
With the transformed probability distribution, we
minimize the cross-entropy loss against the true la-
bel distribution. Thanks to the normalization, our
ranking model performs a more effective penaliza-
tion to negative candidates.
3.2 Adaptive Elastic Weight Consolidation
In order to achieve continual learning, we need to
minimize the total loss function summed over all
tasks, L = ΣµLµ, without access to the true loss
functions of prior tasks. A catastrophic forgetting
arises when minimizing Lµ leads to an undesirable
increase of the loss on prior tasks Lν with ν < µ.
Variants of the EWC algorithm tackle this problem
by optimizing a modified loss function:
L˜µ = Lµ + c
∑
k
Ωµk(θ¯k − θk)
2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
surrogate loss
(7)
where c represents an weighting factor between
prior and current tasks, θ all model parameters
introduced in Section 3.1, θ¯k the parameters at
the end of the previous task and Ωµk regularization
strength per parameter k. The bigger Ωµk , the more
influential is the parameter. EWC defines Ωµ, for
example, to be a point estimate which is equal to
the diagonal entries of the Fisher information ma-
trix at the final parameter values. Since EWC re-
lies on a point estimate, we empirically noticed
that sometimes Ωµ fails to capture the parameter
importance when the loss surface is relatively flat
around the final parameter values asΩµ essentially
decreases to zero.
3We employ the same utterance-level encoder as in the
state tracking to yield the embeddings of the candidate system
actions.
In contrast to EWC, Zenke et al. (2017) com-
putes an importance measure online by taking the
path integral of the change in loss along the entire
trajectory through parameter space. Specifically,
the per-parameter contribution ω
µ
k to changes in
the total loss is defined as follows:
ω
µ
k = −
∫ tµ
tµ−1
gk(θ(t))θ
′
k(t)dt (8)
where θ(t) is the parameter trajectory as a function
of time t, g(θ) = ∂L
∂θ
and θ′k(t) =
∂θ
∂t
. Note that the
minus sign indicates that we are interested in de-
creasing the loss. In practice, we can approximate
ω
µ
k as the sum of the product of the gradient gk(t)
with the parameter update ∆k(t). Having defined
ω
µ
k , Ω
µ
k is defined such that the regularization term
carries the same units as the loss by dividing ω
µ
k
by the total displacement in parameter space:
Ωµk =
∑
ν<µ
ωνk
(∆νk)
2 + ζ
(9)
where∆νk quantifies how far the parameter moved
during the training process for task ν. ζ is intro-
duced to keep the expression from exploding in
cases where the denominator gets close to zero.
Note that, with this definition, the quadratic surro-
gate loss in (7) yields the same change in loss over
the parameter displacement ∆k as the loss func-
tion of the previous tasks.
The path integral over the entire trajectory of
parameters during training, however, can yield
an inaccurate importance measure when the loss
function is not convex. As the loss function of neu-
ral networks is generally not convex, we propose
to apply exponential decay to ωk and ∆k:
ωk = λ · ωk − gk(θ(t))∆k(t) (10)
∆k = λ ·∆k +∆k(t) (11)
where 0 < λ < 1 is a decay factor.
4 Experiments
Data In order to test our method, we
used four dialog datasets — open close,
HH reset password, HC reset password
and HC reset password+. 4 Basic statistics
of the datasets are shown in Table 1. Example
dialogs are provided in the Appendix.
4The datasets are not publicly available, but we are un-
aware of suitable H-H and H-C paired data in the public do-
main.
Train Data # Dialogs Avg. Dialog Len Avg. User Len Avg. System Len
open close 10 2 1.75 5.25
HH reset password 746 12.84 9.35 21.06
HC reset password 520 1.93 8.14 12.57
Test Data # Dialogs Avg. Dialog Len Avg. User Len Avg. System Len
HC reset password 184 1.99 8.33 12.22
HC reset password+ 184 3.99 5.23 8.86
Table 1: Data statistics
open close: A synthetic corpus that we cre-
ated in order to clearly demonstrate the phenom-
ena of catastrophic forgetting and the impact of
our method. In open close, every conversation
has only opening/closing utterances without any
task-related exchanges.
HH reset password: A real H-H conversa-
tion dataset that we obtained from our company’s
text-based customer support chat system. All con-
versation logs are anonymized and filtered by a
particular problem which is “reset password” for
this study. Data from this system is interesting
in that H-H conversations typically cover not only
task-related topics but also various out-of-domain
topics including general conversations. If we can
transfer such conversational skills to an H-C con-
versation model, the H-C model will be able to
handle many situations even without seeing rele-
vant examples in its training data. But using H-H
dialogs to bootstrap a task-oriented dialog system
has been shown to be difficult even with serious
annotation effort (Bangalore et al., 2008).
HC reset password: A real corpus of H-C
conversations that we obtained from our com-
pany’s text-based customer support dialog system.
This data is distinctive since it is used by real users
and the system was developed by customer sup-
port professionals at our company with sophisti-
cated rules. As the data was obtained from a dialog
system, however, it includes mistakes that system
made. Thus, wemodified the dialog data to correct
system’s mistakes by replacing it with the most ap-
propriate system action given the context and then
discarding the rest of the dialog, since we do not
know how the user would have replied to this new
system action. The resulting dataset is a mixture
of complete and partial conversations, containing
only correct system actions.
HC reset password+: The
HC reset password dataset barely has
general conversations since the dialog system for
a particular problem only starts after customers
are routed to the system from somewhere else
according to the brief problem description. But for
a standalone system, it is natural to have opening
and closing utterances. Thus, we extended the
HC reset password dataset with opening and
closing utterances which were randomly sampled
from the open close dataset. This allows us
to test if our method can keep the conversation
skills that it learned from either open close or
HH reset password after we further train the
model on HC reset password.
Training Details To implement the state tracker,
we use three LSTM-RNNs with – 25 hidden units
for each direction of the RNNs for word encod-
ing, 128 hidden units for each direction of the
RNNs for utterance encoding and 256 hidden units
for the RNN for state encoding. We shared the
RNNs for word and utterance encoding for both
user utterances and (candidate) system actions.
We initialized all LSTM-RNNs using orthogo-
nal weights (Saxe et al., 2013). We initialized
the character embeddings with 8-dimensional vec-
tors randomly drawn from the uniform distribution
U(0.01, 0.01) while the word embedding weight
matrix is initialized with the GloVe embeddings
with 100 dimension (Pennington et al., 2014). We
use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015),
with gradients computed on mini-batches of size 1
and clipped with norm value 5. The learning rate
was set to 1×10−3 throughout the training and all
the other hyper parameters were left as suggested
in Kingma and Ba (2015). To create train sets for
the Plackett-Luce model, we performed negative
sampling for each dataset to generate 9 distractors
for each truth action.
Continual Learning Details As a simple trans-
fer mechanism, we initialized all weight param-
eters with prior weight parameters when there is
a prior model. Given that our focus is few-shot
learning, we don’t assume the existence of de-
velopment data with which we can decide when
to stop training. Instead, training terminates af-
ter 100 epochs which is long enough to recon-
struct all training examples. The ωk and ∆k are
updated continuously during training, whereas the
importance measure Ωk and the prior weight θ˜ are
only updated at the end of each task. We set the
trade-off parameter c to 0.01. If the path integral
(Eq. 10) is exact, c = 1 would mean an equal
weighting among tasks. However, the evaluation
of the integral typically involves various noises,
leading to an overestimate of ωk. To compensate
the overestimation, c generally has to be chosen
smaller than one.
Results on Synthetic Dialog to H-C Dialog In
order to clearly demonstrate the catastrophic for-
getting problem, we compare three models trained
by different training schemes: 1) No Transfer (NT)
– we train a model on HC reset password
from scratch, 2) Weight Transfer (WT) – we
train a model on open close, and continued
to train the model on HC reset password,
3) AEWC – the same as 2) except for AEWC
being applied. We compared accuracy on both
the evaluation data from HC reset password
and HC reset password+. The result is
shown in Table 2. All the models per-
form well on HC reset password due to the
similarity between the training and evaluation
data. But the performances of NT and WT
on HC reset password+ significantly drop
down. This surprisingly poor result confirms
Shalyminov et al. (2017) which found that neural
conversation models can be badly affected by sys-
temic noise. In this case, we systemically intro-
duced unseen turns into dialogs. On the contrary,
AWEC shows a higher performance than the oth-
ers by trying to find optimal parameters not only
for the previous task but also for the new task.
One of key observations is that the performance
of WT on HC reset password+ starts strong
but keeps decreasing as more training examples
are given. This indicates that weight transfer alone
cannot help carry prior knowledge to a new task,
rather it might lead to poor local optima if the prior
knowlege is not general enough.
Results on H-H Dialog to H-C Dialog Now
we turn to a more challenging problem — we
bootstrap a conversation model by first learning
from H-H dialogs without any manual labeling.
We again compare three models trained by dif-
ferent training schemes: 1) No Transfer – we
train a model on HC reset password from
scratch, 2) Weight Transfer – we train a model
on HH reset password, and continued to train
the model on HC reset password 3) AEWC
– the same as 2) except for AEWC being applied.
The characteristics of H-H dialogs are vastly dif-
ferent from H-C dialogs. For example, the aver-
age utterance length and conversation length are
way longer than H-C dialogs, introducing com-
plex long dependencies. Also, H-H dialogs cover
much broader topics that do not exactly match the
conversation goal introducing many new vocabu-
laries that do not occur in the corresponding H-C
dialogs. In order to make the knowledge trans-
fer process more robust to such non-trivial differ-
ences, the dropout regularization (Srivastava et al.,
2014) was applied to both utterance and state em-
beddings with the ratio of 0.4. We also lim-
ited the maximum utterance length to 20 words.
The result is shown in Table 3, which gener-
ally agrees on the previous experimental results
obtained with synthetic data. All three models
work well on HC reset password. NT per-
forms poorly on HC reset password+ as ex-
pected whereas WT interestingly shows a much
higher performance than NT. This can be at-
tributed to the fact that HH reset password
contains a broader array of conversation skills in-
cluding some knowledge on the target task com-
pared to open close, which leads to a more
general and transferable model that would not nec-
essarily be forgotten when faced with a new task.
But the increasing performance gap between WT
and AEWC on HC reset password+ clearly
shows that WT gradually forgets the prior knowl-
edge as it trains on more examples from a new
task. Another noteworthy observation is that,
when just one training example is given, the per-
formances of WT and AEWC are much higher
than that of NT. This result demonstrates that our
method can capture meaningful knowledge from
prior tasks in such a way that it partly works on a
related new task.
5 Conclusion
We have presented a novel approach to the data-
intensiveness problem due to the lack of compo-
Test Data HC reset password HC reset password+
Train Size
Model
NT WT AEWC NT WT AEWC
1 47.32 49.85 50.73 18.02 24.01 27.17
2 54.45 55.52 55.38 22.28 22.33 35.79
3 58.91 60.41 58.86 25.70 23.48 47.65
4 61.88 61.38 60.13 27.03 23.99 49.71
5 63.03 62.51 60.32 27.93 22.84 51.14
Table 2: Experimental results on conversational skill transfer from synthetic to human-computer dialogs.
Test Data HC reset password HC reset password+
Train Size
Model
NT WT AEWC NT WT AEWC
1 45.67 47.87 48.07 16.70 44.63 50.10
2 54.09 56.15 56.05 22.79 51.93 63.31
3 58.87 60.88 60.60 25.62 54.89 68.88
4 62.86 64.08 63.18 27.20 57.68 71.53
5 63.84 65.08 64.07 27.39 57.81 72.99
Table 3: Experimental results on conversational skill transfer from human-human to human-computer
dialogs.
sitionality of end-to-end neural conversation mod-
els. We tackled the problem with a continual learn-
ing technique for neural networks. Specifically,
we proposed a universal conversational model that
can be used across different tasks and a novel
Adaptive Elastic Weight Consolidation method
which together allows us to continuously train on a
sequence of tasks without forgetting earlier tasks.
We tested our method with two experimental con-
figurations – conversation skill transfer from syn-
thetic dialogs/H-H dialogs to H-C dialogs in a cus-
tomer support domain. Future work includes in-
depth analysis on how our algorithm distributes
different pieces of knowledge across the network.
Also, it would be interesting to apply the contin-
ual learning method for composing multiple tasks
to handle a more complex task.
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Appendices
A open close example dialog
Hello.
Hello. What can I help you?
Okay. Thank you.
Sure thing! Have a great day.
B HC reset password example dialog
I forgot my password and now I have locked my
account for 30 days
Okay, you don’t need to remember your password,
we can reset it. Would you like to try that?
Yes please
SOLUTION: To reset your password, go to
xx url xx. Was that helpful?
Okay that’s also another problem I have. I added
extra security & the number I have on fine is no
longer active. I chnsged my number and because
I can’t access it I can’t long into my account & it
won’t let me reset my password
Let’s connect you to a person who can help you.
C HC reset password+ example
dialog
Good morning.
Hi. What can I help you?
forgot password
Okay, you don’t need to remember your password,
we can reset it. Would you like to try that?
already tried that
Let’s connect you to a person who can help you.
Okay thank you.
Sure thing! Have a great day.
D HH reset password example dialog
hi, thanks for visiting answer desk! i’m
xx firstname xx q.
hello i am having trouble accessing my laptop
hi, how may i help you today?
i forgot the password i changed the pw on my ac-
count, but the computer is still not able to be ac-
cessed
oh that’s bad , that might be very important to you
but no worries i will help you out with your is-
sue. to start with may i have your complete name
please?
my name is xx firstname xx xx firstname xx, i am
contacting you on behalf of xx firstname xx mine
that’s okay xx firstname xx. may i also know your
email address and phone number please?
my email, xx email xx, xx phonenumber xx
thank you for the information. xx firstname xx
what is your current operating system?
windows 10
may i know what is the error message you received
upon trying to unlock your computer?
the password is not working i forgot the pw, i tried
to reset the pw from the account
is it a local account or microsoft account?
i am not sure i thought it was a microsoft account
but the pw didnt change
can you send me the email so that i can check if it
is microsoft account?
xx email xx though i think i may have created one
by accident setting up the computer it might be
xx email xx or some variation of that i chnaged
the pw on the xx email xx but it had no effect
since we’re unable to know what exactly happen-
ing to your computer. i will provide you our tech-
nical phone support so that you will be well in-
structed on what you are going to do to get your
computer work again. would that be okay with
you?
fine
one moment please.
